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F o r e w o r d .
The basic similarities which exist between the 
flow of water in a shallow channel and the high speed 
flow of a gas have been realised for many years, and 
numerous attempts have been made to develop these 
similarities in the form of analogies by which inform­
ation relevant to one system can be applied to the 
other.
The following bibliography, although by no means 
complete, is intended to show how research on hydraul­
ic analogies has developed during this century. The 
number of references has been arbitrarily limited to 
one hundred publications which, as well as giving a 
chronological history, bring out the.most important 
features in logical sequence. A few references on 
heat transfer have been included for the sake of 
completeness
1. Issaachsen I . -* Internal Processes in Flowing
Fluids and'Gases, Z.V.D. I, Vol.55, p.215 et 
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2. Jouguet E, - Quelques Problemes d'hydrodynamique
generale, Jour, des Math, pures et appliquees, 
■Series 8, Vol.3, pp.1-63, 1920.
3. Joukowsky N.E.and Tschentzoff N;G. - On the Flow
of''Water in Open Channels and the Flow of Gases 
in Tubes; Ber. Zentralen Aero-hydrodynamischen 
Inst., Moscow, Heft 1, 1925 and R.T.P. 2210,
M.O.S .
4. Ackeret J. - Handbuch der Physik, Vol.7, Chapter 5,
Article 28, Springer 1927 and R.T.P. 2119, M.O.S.
5. Busemann A. - Handbuch der Experimentalphysik, Wein-
Harrup, Vol.4, Article 23, 1931.
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1 A.159, No.899, pp.592-608, April 1937.
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10. Preiswerk E. - Application of the Methods of Gas
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Aerodynamik,- E.T.H. No.7, 1937).
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des Qualites Aerodynamiques des Profiles d'ailes 
aux grandes Vitess.es ; Pub .S,cient ifiques- et Tech- 
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14. Ippen A.T. and Knapp. R.T.. Experimental Investi­
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18. Johnson R.H., Nial W.H. and Witbeck N.C. - Water
Analogy to Tw q  Dimensipnal Air Flow; General 
Electric Co., Report 55218, August 1941.
19. Brown-Boveri Review, Vol.29, No.1-3, p.77, Jan.-
March 1942,
20. Ippen A.T. - Gas Wave-Analogies in Open Channel
Flow; Proc. Second Hydraulics Conference, State 
Univ. of Iowa, Studies in Engineering Bulletin 
No.27. Univ. of Iowa. no.248-265  ̂ 1943,
21. Einstein H.A.,and Baird E,H. - Progress Reports on
the Analogy between Surface Shock Waves on Liquids 
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Technology, Hydrodynamics LabReport Nr54, Sept. 
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22. Goldman. K. and Meerbaum S. - Hydraulic Analogy of
Supersonic Flow of Compressible Fluid, S.M.
Thesis, Mass. Inst * Technology, 1946. f c r
23. ■ Loh W.H.T. - A Study of the Dynamics of the Induct­
ion and Exhaust Systems of a Four. Stroke Engine 
by a Hydraulic. Analogy; Sc.D. Thesis, Mass. Inst. 
Technology, 1946.
24. Bruman J.R. - Application of the Water Channel -
Compressible Gas Analogy; North American Aviat­
ion Inc. Report No.N.A.-47-87, March, 1947.
25. Jacobs D.H. - An Experimental Investigation of
Several Techniques for Obtaining Photographs of 
Waves Formed in Water Channels; North American 
Aviation Inc. Report A.L.-129, March, 1947.
26. Jacobs D.H. - A Method of Obtaining Quantitative
Information in a Towing Basin; Review of Scient­
ific Instruments, Vol.18, No.7, p.523, July 1947.
27. Langtry B.D. - A Study of Supersonic Diffusers -
An Application of the Hydraulic Analogy, S.M. 
Thesis, Mass. Inst. Technology, 1947.
28. Mumford N.S. Jr. - A Hydraulic Analogy of Super­
sonic Plow of a Compressible Fluid, S.M.Thesis, 
Massi Inst. Technology, 1947.
29. Orlin J.W., Lindner N.J. and Bitterly J.G. - Ap­
plication of the Analogy between Water Flow 
with a Free Surface and Two Dimensional Compres­
sible Gas Flow; N.A.C.A. T.N.H85 and Report 
No.875, 1947.
30. Teofilato P. - Contributo alia rappresentazione
analitica di una corrente gassosa mediante una 
corrente idrica, Monografie; Scientifiche di 
Aeronautica No.5, 1947. (English translation 
available'from School of Mech.Eng., N.S .W.Univ. 
of Technology. ) ■ -■
31. Matthews C.W. and Wright R.,H. - Investigation of
Flow Conditions and the Nature of tbe Wall Con­
striction Effect near and at Choking by means 
of the Hydraulic Analogy; N.A.C.A. - R.M.L8F17, 
Sept.,1948.
32. Courant R. and Friedrichs K.O. - Supersonic Flow
and Shock Waves; Interscience, 1948.
33.. Giraud F.L. - Experimental Studies on Supersonic
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Monografie Scientifiche di Aeronautlca No.9, 1948.
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ogue to Gas Dynamics; Mass.Inst.Technology Guided 
■■••r Missiles Program, Meteor Report No.34, April 1949.
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40.- ■' Crossley H.E. Jr. - The Analogy between Surface Shock
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Report No.N-54-1, California. Inst. Technology, 
August 1949. ’ ’ ‘
41. Donaldson C.du P. and Sullivan R.D. - The Effect
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42. Hatch J.E. Jr. - The Application of the Hydraulic
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sible Gag Flow; M.Sr Thesis, Georgia Institute 
of Technology,/ 1949,
43. Riabouchinsky D. - Hydraulic Analogy of the Motion
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Volume, J,-W.Edwards . Ann Arbor. Michigan, 
pp.61-88, ,1943.
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44. . Teofilato P. - L ’analogia idrogasdynamica per-i
moti vorticosi; Monografie Scientifiche di Aero-
nautica No. 10, 1949. .. * < ■'
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;■/ 45. Teofilato S, - Contributo alio studio di una simi- 
litudine idrogas dynamic p.; Monografie Scientif­
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21, No.3, pp.245-249, March 1950.
47. La Vier H.W.S. - Water and Supersonic Aerodynamics;
Georgia Institute Technology, State Engg. Experi­
ment Station Vol.5, pp.5-4, 17-20, March 1950.
48. Ippen A.T. and Harleman D.R.F. - Studies on the Val­
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U.S. Air Force T.R.5985, Parts 1 and 2, May 1950.
49. Laitone E.V. - An Experimental Investigation of Tran­
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lic Analogy; University of California, Dept, of 
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U.S. Office of Naval Research, Report No.H,E.-116-515.
50. Hedgecock J.L, - A Study of Detached Shock Waves by
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Thesis, University of California, Sept. 1950.
51. Ippen A.T. and Harleman D.R.F. - Studies on the Val­
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53. Black J. and Mediratta Q.P. - Supersonic Flow In­
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253, Feb. 1951. '
54. Szebehely V.G. and Whickcr L.F. - The Exact Analogy
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55. Szebehely V.G. and Whicker L„F. - The Improved Hy­
draulic Analogy - Proc. Virginia Academy of Science, 
May 1951.
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57. Flowers J.V. - The Development of Experimental Tech­
niques for the Study of Compressible Flow by the 
Hydraulic Analogy; M.S. Thesis, University of Cal­
ifornia, June 1951.
58. Nielsen H. - Study of the Plow Field behind De­
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ersity of California, 1951.
59. Whicker L.P. and Szebehely V.G. - Determination of
Aerodynamic Forces on High Speed Aircraft by means 
of >an Improved Hydraulic Analogy, Eng. Expt. Stat­
ion Progress Report, “Virginia Polytechnic Instit­
ute, 1951.
60. Szebehely V.G, and Whicker L.F. - Generalisation
and Improvement of the Hydraulic Analogy; Proc.
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pp.893-901, 1951.
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in Gaseous Combustion, M.S. Thesis, University 
of California, 1951.
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